
Creating Web Pages with SeaMonkey Composer

Adding Mathematical Formulas to Your Web
Page

Inserting a Mathematical Formula into Your Web Page

SeaMonkey Composer allows you to write mathematical formulas, encoded in your web page as MathML and generated from a convenient

LaTeX-like syntax.

To insert a formula:

Click to place the insertion point where you want the formula to appear.1. 

Open the Insert menu and choose Math. You see the Math Insert dialog box.2. 

Enter your LaTeX source code, for example \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{3} to write 
�√� . In order to help you, a preview of the

formula as well as a panel of predefined constructions are available. For details, see Editing the LaTeX source.

3. 

Choose the style for your formula:

Inline mode: If selected, the formula is inserted inside the current paragraph of text and rendered in a way that minimizes its

height as much as possible. This mode is typically used for small expressions. For example this is an expression in inline

mode: ∫� ���.

Display mode: If selected, the formula is inserted in its own block and uses the standard rendering. This mode is typically

used for large expressions. For example this is an expression in display mode:

�	


�(�) ��

4. 

Choose the overall direction of your formula:

Left-to-right direction: If selected, the formula will be laid out from left to right, e.g. �√ . This is the standard orientation in

most countries.

Right-to-left direction: If selected, the formula will be laid out from right to left, e.g. ج �. This is the standard orientation in

some Arabic countries.

5. 

Verify that the LaTeX source does not contain any syntax error and click Insert to create your new formula.6. 

To modify a mathematical formula, move the insertion point inside it. Then open the context menu and choose Advanced Properties to edit the

LaTeX source again. Alternatively, you can open the Insert menu and choose Math.

Note: SeaMonkey Composer attaches the LaTeX source to the generated MathML expressions so that they can be edited again. In general it is

currently not possible to edit an arbitrary MathML expression unless it has a LaTeX expression associated that is supported by SeaMonkey

Composer.

Editing the LaTeX Source

The Insert Math box contains a text field where you can enter mathematical expressions using a LaTeX-like syntax. If you are not familiar with

LaTeX, here are the basics:

Use standard plain text notations for simple expressions: x_1 + 2^y generates �� + 2�.

Use braces to define groups: 2^x+y generates 2� + � while 2^{x+y} generates 2�+�
Use LaTeX commands of the form \commandname[option1,option2,...] argument1 argument2

... to define complex expressions: \gamma, \frac a b, \sqrt x and \sqrt[3]x generate �, 
	
 , �√  and ��√

respectively.

Use LaTeX environments of the form \begin{environmentname} ... \end{environmentname} to

define blocks with a special syntax. This is typically used for arrays: \begin{matrix} a & b & c \\ d & e &

f \end{matrix} generates 
� � �� � �.

Use special commands to escape characters: \backslash \& \{ \} generates \&{}.
There exists a large collection of LaTeX commands and there is not any finite and well-defined list of them. SeaMonkey Composer only supports

the TeXZilla commands  which are themselves based on the itex2MML commands  and should cover the most popular constructions.

One of the nice features of TeXZilla is that it accepts arbitrary characters as input so that \left⌊α^2\right⌋ is equivalent to the more

verbose \left\lfloor\alpha^2\right\rfloor and generates ⎣⎢!"⎦⎥.
You do not need to know all the LaTeX commands to edit formulas. Instead, a panel of predefined expressions is available. Click any of the panel

buttons to insert the corresponding LaTeX expression. Arguments in LaTeX expressions are represented by ellipses. You can just edit the LaTeX

source to replace them with the actual content you want.
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Tip: If you select a subexpression in the LaTeX source field and use the construction panel to insert a LaTeX expression with at least one

argument, that subexpression will be used as the first argument of the new expression.
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